Fascias, Soffits,
Guttering & Cladding
Freshen up your home with our maintenance-free
Fascias, Soffits, Guttering and Cladding
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Fascias, Soffits and Guttering
Is your guttering looking a little tired and in need of some TLC?
Britelite can install Fascias, Soffits, Guttering and Cladding, all
designed to give your home a complete makeover.
Made in the UK and manufactured from window grade uPVC to
the highest standards, our products live longer and withstand
the ever changing British weather much better than wooden
counterparts, no rot, no peel; just wipe-clean, easy-to-maintain
uPVC.
Whatever the state of play with your fascias, soffits and guttering,
Britelite can help. We supply and install a range of roofline
products to match almost any shape or style of your home. Our
essential roofline components come in a number of colours,
styles and optional extras including bird and wasp protection.

No rot, no peel, just wipe-clean
and easy-to-maintain

Fascias, Soffits, Guttering & Cladding

Fascias and soffits protect the eaves of your
roof from water and nesting animals. uPVC will
not rot, and does not require painting or high
maintenance.

Fascia
The Fascia is a uPVC board that runs along the lower edge of the
roof, it caps the ends of the rafters outside and is used to hold
up the guttering.

Soffit
The Soffit also a uPVC board that bridges the gap between the
the house wall and the Fascia. This is available in plain or vented.

Guttering
Guttering directs the rain water away from your home and drains
it away. Older guttering systems might not be able to withstand
the added weight of water and can become a hazard if they
begin to separate from the roof and start to fall off. If this is
already happening to your gutters, it might be too late to make a
quick repair and a new guttering system
might be required.

Cladding
Not only does Britelite cladding give your home a stunning new
finish and attractive makeover, it also acts as a protective second
skin to your home.
Cladding helps to ensure that your roof stays weather and climate
proof, so that the interior of your home stays dry and cosy. With
Britelite’s unbeatable uPVC, longlife and easy to maintain features,
you can be sure that your cladding will look new for years to
come, regardless of what the elements throw at it.
Britelite’s Cladding also comes in a range of finishes from standard
white to wood effect. You can be sure that we have the right look
for you and your home.
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